Ready to Get Weird at home?
This is what you have to do: Your challenge is to complete 7 of the 12 activities before 7:58 p.m. Then at 7:59 p.m. join the Zoom for some VIP fun. We will learn how to make a flavorful drink and have a celebratory cheers at 8:31 p.m. While we listen to the off the wall beats by DJ David Divine, show off your Dress Like an Artwork outfit! We will be doing live giveaways of ASU Art Museum swag for the Weirdest, the Most Creative and the Most Authentic* attire. Don't forget to show us the inspiration art for your outfit. Must be present on Zoom to claim your prize and remember to keep it G rated!

But wait, there's more ways to win a prize!
Share your creations for each challenge on the Facebook group or on social media to be eligible to win ASU Art Museum swag. Prizes will be given for the Most Creative, Weirdest, Coolest Color Palette, Kewlest, Greenest Thumb and Swoon Worthy Snack.* Winners will be contacted on the Facebook group or through social media for instructions on how to claim their ASU Art Museum swag.

Want more weird fun?
Stop by the museum between 8/29 and 9/5 to take a photo in our super special and unforgettable Get Weird photo backdrop. Beginning 8/29 the photo area is available without reserving a free ticket to the museum. If you want to explore the museum and take your photo, don't forget to book your FREE ticket to visit the museum with bit.ly/30to818.

*Ts and Cs apply. Weirdness is subject to individual interpretation. Side effects may include bad puns, excessive giggling, fatigue and a newfound appreciation for the arts.

Event schedule
6:02 p.m.–7:59 p.m. Get Weird Passport Challenges
6:44 p.m. Live BINGO game
7:16 p.m. Live BINGO game
7:59 p.m. VIP Zoom Room opens
8–8:15 p.m. Bartending with Matthew Villar Miranda
8:15–8:28 p.m. Watch VIP Video and make your own beverage
8:29 p.m. Cheers
8:31–9:01 p.m. Beats by DJ David Divine

Did you win a Get Weird prize?
Swag will be available for in person or curbside pickup. Pickup times are Tuesday–Saturday 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Please call 480-965-2787 and let us know when you arrive. All swag items must be picked up by 9/5.
1. **Animal Masks**
   Take inspiration from animals of the Sonoran Desert and make a mask of your favorite animal!
   
   Share your mask in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird.

2. **Drawing with a Twist**
   With your non-dominant hand, take the three items you found earlier (from the supply list) or an image from our website, set a timer for three minutes and draw away! Share your drawing in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird.

3. **Art Bingo**
   Join us for a live game of BINGO at 6:44 p.m. and 7:16 p.m. Log into Zoom and join a breakout session. Each session will have a winner that in addition to eternal bragging rights, will win some ASU Art Museum swag!

4. **Dress Like an Artwork!**
   Rummage your closets for a max 6 minutes 32 seconds and create an outfit inspired by your favorite work of art! Need inspiration? Do a google image search for art or check out our website at asuartmuseum.asu.edu. Just keep your outfit family friendly!! Share your #artootd at the live VIP Zoom party for a chance to win a prize!

5. **Make a portrait of your favorite artist — with a sock!**
   Use your imagination and a few supplies to turn your sock into a sock puppet of your favorite artist. Then, have your puppet talk to your friends about what it takes to be a successful artist. Share your artist sock puppet with your inspiration image in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird.

6. **SNACK TIME!**
   Head to the kitchen and make a little snack, then share your all time favorite snack in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird. If you get stuck for ideas, scroll the Facebook group for inspiration!

7. **Stop Motion Animation**
   With your app or a piece of paper, create a storyboard and make an animation of the three objects you selected from your house. What great adventures will your object have? Share your video or storyboard in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird.

8. **Escape to Nature**
   Pause for a moment, take some slow breaths, or just imagine sitting at the ocean using this link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_2t83JsbGI

9. **Brighten your home with some plants!**
   Head outside and take a few cuttings of plants.* ONLY CUT PLANTS THAT YOU OWN OR HAVE PERMISSION TO TAKE CUTTINGS FROM. Plant stealing isn’t cool. Find a vessel, or an empty beverage container and enjoy the outdoors inside! *No real plants? Use fake plants or draw your arrangement. Share your arrangement in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird.

10. **Concert for Your Pets**
    Make an instrument out of things around your home or play one you own and create a music composition to play to your pet. No pet? Facetime a friend or family member with a pet and see their reaction. See detailed instructions for instrument making ideas.

    Share your video of your pet’s reaction with us in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird.

11. **Color Time!**
    Print our sheet or load it into your favorite coloring app and color away! Make a weird mural to decorate the art museum.

    Share your version of the museum with us in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird.

12. **Artify Your Space**
    Make something to enhance your space! Cut some hearts out of paper and hang them on your wall, create some tissue paper flowers, hang something you made tonight or create something brand new! Find more instructions and inspiration in our detailed instructions.

    Share your new decor with us in the Facebook group or on social media using the hashtags #asuartmuseum #getweird.

---

**VIP experience:** We are impressed with your at home creativity; join us on Zoom live starting at 7:59 p.m. to be part of the VIP fun.